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Mediamesh® in Milan: 

Public viewing in the shadow of the Duomo 

 

Milan, one of the foremost centres of culture and commerce in Europe, is 

the daily destination of thousands of tourists and business people from all 

over the world. Bursting with vitality, constantly changing, rich in tradition 

and yet a major trend-setter – Milan is Milan, or Milan l’è Milan, as the 

locals proudly profess. It counts as the unofficial capital of Italy, and since 

ancient times has stood for prosperity and art, for success in trade and for 

savoir vivre. The undisputed centre of Milan is its Gothic cathedral, the 

Duomo, along with the Piazza del Duomo in front of it and the adjacent, 

world famous Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II. This is definitely the place to 

see and be seen, and the perfect forum for Europe's largest media façade. 

Right across from Milan's Duomo, a scaffolding envelopes the former city 

hall, the Palazzo Dell’Arengario, which is undergoing renovation work 

lasting several years. For safety reasons, this scaffolding needed to be 

completely clad. The Milan agency Urban Screen S.r.l. was commissioned 

to devise an appropriate form of cladding for this public space, highly 

frequented as it is by locals and tourists alike. 

Urban Screen came up with the idea of giving the piazza a new, medial 

dimension. And so the upper section of the cladding was realised as 

Europe's currently largest media façade using almost 480 square meters of 

Mediamesh®.  

 

Transparent cladding – brilliant screen 

The basis of the system is a stainless steel wire mesh with integrated LED 

profiles. As a transparent mesh cladding, Mediamesh® allows a glimpse of 

the building behind it, while at the same time functioning as a media 
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platform for a wide range of urban communications and events. Eight 

panels of the medialised mesh, each measuring 16.54 m x 3.64 m, with 

vertical and horizontal intervals of 5 cm between the pixels, provides a total 

resolution of 194,000 pixels. In combination with the viewing distance that 

onlookers automatically take because of the sheer size of the installation in 

Milan, this huge number of pixels ensures an absolutely brilliant display of 

graphics, video sequences and even live transmissions. In contrast to 

conventional LED boards or temporary single pixel systems, Mediamesh® 

is the only system in the world that can provide optimal image quality, even 

in daylight, for such enormous façades. The LED profiles are connected by 

an intelligent, almost invisible cabling system concealed in the edges of the 

mesh. After installation of the Mediamesh® panels, power and data are fed 

to the LEDs via control units on the individual floors of the building. These 

units are connected to a central server in an adjacent container. The 

system can handle all the standard computer file formats like avi, quicktime 

or jpg. These are received via the Internet and displayed on the 

Mediamesh® façade.  

 

Robust, distortion-free, weatherproof 

The steel substructure not only absorbs the enormous tension of the 

installation but also allows the individual mesh panels and the LED profiles 

to be adjusted precisely to the millimeter, thus ensuring consistently 

distortion-free display of images even under heavy wind load. The 

transparency of the mesh and the integrated LED technology in this 

system, which was specifically designed for deployment in architectural 

applications, is between 54 and 65 percent. Combined with a structural 

depth of less than 25 mm, extremely low for external medialisation 

systems, this transparency makes every Mediamesh® façade an integral 

part of the architecture rather than just an add-on. For Urban Screen, the 
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decisive advantages of this technology were its easy maintenance – 

individual LED profiles can easily be replaced if required – and also its low 

power consumption and its practically unlimited service life. High resistance 

to weather and temperature (-20 °C to +70 °C) and photosensor-controlled 

adjustment of LED brightness – to adapt to sunshine, rain, daylight or night 

conditions – were further convincing arguments for choosing this system for 

the Piazza del Duomo.  

 

Platform for the Pope 

In December 2007, after just five months of planning and production work, 

the media façade was put into operation. As a screen for city information, a 

video platform for a variety of operators and as advertising space for local 

and international vendors – Urban Screen is allowed to use 25 percent of 

daily transmission time for advertising purposes – it did not take long for the 

Mediamesh® façade to establish itself firmly as part of the city's 

mediascape. Urban Screen also installed a PA system for the piazza, 

enabling the façade to act as an audio-visual forum for a wide range of 

topics.  

 

The definitive kick-off came in mid-January with the transmission of the 

Angelus prayer by Benedict XVI. The context was a spectacular solidarity 

rally in Italy for the Head of the Catholic Church, who had had to cancel a 

speech at the famous La Sapienza University in Rome due to protests. A 

further highlight followed in early March with a special event hosted by the 

Fondazione Nicola Trussardi featuring the Swiss duo Peter Fischli and 

David Weiss. As part of an exhibition, these two highly renowned 

contemporary artists presented their famous film "The Way Things Go" for 

the very first time in a public space. With live transmissions of the rugby 

games during the RBS 6 Nations Championship, the Mediamesh® façade 
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also enthralled countless sports fans at the public viewing against the 

unique backdrop of Milan's cathedral. The appeal of the megascreen is also 

something the music broadcaster MTV, located in a nearby building, 

regularly exploits. Live transmissions of interviews and showings of the 

latest clips from the cult programme TRL are extremely popular magnets 

for hundreds of young fans. In April, to mark the start of the Milan Furniture 

Fair, Il Salone Internazionale del Mobile, a live concert given by the 

Austrian musician Christian Fennesz on the piazza also made use of the 

Mediamesh® façade. The ambient wall of sound built up with guitars and 

computers was complemented by digital image compositions which, due to 

the enormous size of the media façade, achieved an unprecedented level 

of emotionality.  

 

But Milan is not the only place where Mediamesh® is marking the dawn of a 

new age in medialised façades. The system's consistently high image 

brilliance by day and by night secures practically unlimited scope for its 

deployment in public spaces. Numerous other applications – in places like 

Las Vegas, Moscow, New York, Los Angeles, Dubai and China are 

currently being planned or implemented. 

 

6.654 characters incl. spaces  

 

 

GKD – WORLD WIDE WEAVE 

Die GKD – Gebr. Kufferath AG ist als inhabergeführte technische Weberei 

Weltmarktführer für Lösungen aus Metallgewebe, Kunststoffgewebe und 

Spiralgeflecht. Vier eigenständige Geschäftsbereiche bündeln ihre 

Kompetenzen unter einem Dach: Industriegewebe (technische Gewebe 

und Filterlösungen), Prozessbänder (Bänder aus Gewebe oder Spiralen), 

Architekturgewebe (Fassaden, Innenausbau und Sicherheitssysteme aus 
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Metallgewebe) und Mediamesh® (Transparente Medienfassaden). Mit dem 

Stammsitz in Deutschland, fünf weiteren Werken in den USA, Südafrika, 

China, Indien und Chile sowie Niederlassungen in Frankreich, Spanien, 

Dubai und weltweiten Vertretungen ist GKD überall auf dem Globus 

marktnah vertreten.  

 

Nähere Informationen:     Abdruck frei, Beleg bitte an:  
GKD – GEBR. KUFFERATH AG   impetus.PR  
Metallweberstraße 46     Ursula Herrling-Tusch  
D-52353 Düren      Charlottenburger Allee 27-29  
Telefon: +49 (0) 2421 / 803-0     D-52068 Aachen  
Telefax: +49 (0) 2421 / 803-211   Telefon: +49 (0) 241 / 189 25-10  
E-Mail: architekturgewebe@gkd.de   Telefax: +49 (0) 241 / 189 25-29  
www.gkd.de      E-Mail: herrling-tusch@impetus-pr.de 
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Pictures 1-3 © Urban Screen S.r.l

Picture 4 © GKD
Picture 1: Countless Milanese throng the Piazza del Duomo in mid-
January 2008 to witness the Angelus prayer by the Pope.

Picture 4: View of the media façade 
from inside the Galleria Vittorio 
Emanuele II.

Mediamesh® in Milan: Public viewing in the shadow of the Duomo

Picture 2: Live transmission of the rugby games during the RBS 6 
Nations Championship.

Picture 3: Hosted by the Fondazione Nicola Trussardi, 
Peter Fischli and David Weiss present their film „The 
Way Things Go“ for the first time in a public space.  
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